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4. Claims. (CI. 128-33):
A.

This invention relates to reciprocating bed;
and it comprises a, therapeutic. bed adapted to
reciprocate transversely at a predetermined rate

2.

The effects obtained are much like those obtained
from maSSage' and it is beneficial in all cases

where manipulation and/or massage of the body
or of the joints is indicated. Different types of
comprising a base frame with means for coupling 5. exercise can be obtained by lying in different po
sitions on the bed. The body can be trained to
it to the head and foot boards of a conventional
relax by testing to see how little opposition can
bedstead, a pair of titansverse end rails forming
part of said frame and mounted between said
be My
offered
to the motion of the bed.
new reciprocating bed comprises a lower
and through an adjustable distance, said bed

couping means, tracks mounted on the upper.
faces of said end rails, a pair of longitudinal side 0. or base frame adapted to be coupled between the
rails mounted at a level below that of said end
head and footboards of a conventional bedstead,
taking the place of the conventional side rails.
rails, uprights at the corners of said framese
This base frame comprises" side rails" and end.
curing the end, rails to the side rails, a shelf
rails and it supports a motor, reduction gearing
mounted on said side rails and bridging the
space between said side, rails, means for produce 15. and a connection for reciprocating an upper
frame. It is also provided with transverse tracks
ing reciprocating motion.mounted on said shelf,
which are mounted on the upper faces of its end
a reciprocating upper frame adapted to be
mounted on said base frame comprising side rails. rails. An upper rectangular reciprocating frame,

and end rails fastened together at their ends,

is provided which has flanged wheels or rollers

Spaced-apart, flanged wheels rotatably mounted 20 mounted underneath at its ends, these rollers
beneath the end rails of the upper" frame andt being adapted to engage the tracks on the base

frame and to constitute the sole support for the
adapted to engage and to roll on said tracks, as
upper reciprocating" frame. The reciprocating
the Sole Support of Said upper frame, a trans
frame also has a transverse bar centrally mount.
verse bar attached to and mounted centrally bes'
neath Said upper frame, and adjustable means 25 ed, this being connected to the reciprocating
means mounted on the base frame. The recipro.
Connected between Said transverse bar" and said
cating frame is adapted to receive the conven
reciprocating means for transversely reciprocate
ing the upper frame of said bed with an adjust
tional bedsprings and a mattress rests on the
Springs. The connection between the recipro
able stroke; all as more fully hereinafter set forth
and as claimed.
30 cating means and the reciprocating frame is."
While many devices have been developed for made adjustable so that the length of the stroke.
can be varied. And the speed reducing means is
rocking and reciprocating cradles. and children's
also made adjustable so that the rate of recipro
beds for the purpose of putting the children to
cation can be varied. A very simple and inex
sleep, it has only recently been discovered that
therapeutic" benefit can be obtained in the case 35. pensive construction is thus provided which,
of adults making use of this general type of bed, however, provides maximum effectiveness for.
the purposes in question.
not for a Soothing effect, but rather for obtain
It is evident that the construction described
ing bodily exercise. I have discovered a rather
simple construction for a reciprocating bed
makes use of the conventional head and foot.
wherein maximum benefits are obtained by trans, 40 board, springs and mattress of any conventional
bed of standard size. A substantial saving in
verse reciprocation in a horizontal plane rather

than a rocking, swinging, up-and-down or end cost is thus effected since the average household
normally has a standard bed which can readily
to-end motion of the bed. With-transverse re
ciprocation the body tends to roll from side to. be converted into a reciprocating bed of my des
Conversion is extremely simple and is ac
side and, of course, it requires considerable 45. sign.
complished by removing mattress, springs and
muscular energy to oppose this motion, this. side
rails from the bed, removing the casters,
energy being exerted usually at least in part in coupling
my base frame between the head and
voluntarily. With the bed of the present in
foot boards, laying the reciprocating frame over
vention thesidewise motion may be made gentle
so that a soothing and relaxing effect is obtained 50 the base frame with its wheels engaging the rails
or more vigorous so that beneficial exercise and of the base frame, connecting the driving" link.
a stimulating effect are obtained. This motion of the motor drive, to the transverse bar of the
Speeds up all bodily processes. It stimulates reciprocating frame, then replacing the springs.
circulation as well as digestion, and is particus and mattress. After conversion the bed can, of

larly effective in cases of chronic constipation. 55 course, be used as an ordinary bed since cons.
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4.

Means for reciprocating the bed transversely
are mounted on the bottom shelf 0, shown in
Figs, 1, 2 and 3. This reciprocating means com
prises a motor 20 mounted on the shelf, which

Version makes little if any difference in the
height of the bed. Even its outward appearance
is the Same since the base frame, motor, etc., are
Well concealed. It is preferable to remove the
casters from the bed to prevent it from rolling
With the reciprocating motion of the upper frame

through a drive pulley 3 and V-belt 2 drives a
pulley 22 mounted at One end of jack shaft 23,
the latter being journaled in bearing block 24.

and When these are removed the mattress is sub
Stantially at the same height as before con

At the other end of the jack shaft another

smaller pulley 25 is mounted which through V

Version.

My invention can be described in greater detail
by reference to the accompanying drawing which
ShoWs, more or less diagrammatically, a preferred
embodiment of my reciprocating bed. In this

O

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of my bed with the
reciprocating frame resting on the base of sup

5

showing,

the line 5-5 of Fig. 4, while
Fig. 6 is a perspective partial view of one
Corner of the base frame showing how the track

at the end of jack Shaft 28 which is journaled in
bearing block 29. A connecting rod 3 is at
tached eccentrically at one end to pulley 27 by
means of a wrist pin 32 while the other end of
the connecting rod is pivotally connected at 35
with drive link 33. The latter is pivoted at its

lower end to an angle bracket 34 while at its
upper end 37 it is connected by a sliding pivot

porting frame,

Fig. 2 is a plan view of the two frames,
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the base board
or shelf showing the motor and reciprocating
mechanism mounted thereon taken approxi
mately along the line 3-3 of Fig. 1,
Fig. 4 is a vertical section showing a detail of
the corner structure of the bed, taken along the
line 4-4 of Fig. 2,
Fig. 5 is another vertical section showing a
(detail of the corner construction and taken along

belt 26 drives another larger pulley 27 mounted

20

connection 36 to cross bar 5 of the moveable
frame. Connections 35 and 36 are adjustable as

shown in Fig. 3 so that the distance through
which the movable frame reciprocates can be
varied to suit the condition of the patient and
the treatment desired.

25

30

and bed coupling are mounted thereon.

In the various views like parts are designated
to FigS. 1 and 2 my bed comprises the conven

by the same reference numerals. Referring first

tional head board f and foot board 2, which, of

Course, may be parts of conventional metal or
Wooden bedsteads provided with conventional

female couplings indicated generally at 3 for se
curing thereto the conventional side rails. In
ny bed the side rails are replaced by a base frame

The pulleys and belts described serve as a COn
venient means of obtaining Speed reduction. By
changing the pulleys for others of different size

the speed reduction can be varied as desired.
The bed is advantageously provided With a
change of pulleys of different size in order to
produce a range of different operating speeds.
The motor is advantageously of relatively low
Speed and I have found that a. A horse power
motor provides adequate power. The stroke of
the bed can be varied rather widely but I have
obtained best results with reciprocating motions
Varying in length from about 4 to 18 inches.
With a slow period of reciprocation and a short
Stroke a Soothing or sleep producing effect can be
produced Whereas for maximum Stinnulation a
long Stroke coupled With a short period is used.
While I have described What I consider to be
the most advantageous embodiments of my re

shown generally at 4 which at its four corners is

provided with standard male couplings 5 which
When Secured to the conventional female cou
ciprocating bed it is evident, of course, that
plings on the head and foot, boards of the bed
Support the base frame. The base frame is 45 Various modifications can be made in the Spe

formed of two lower side rails is and two upper
end rails 7, these being rigidly connected by

Corner uprights 8. Cross braces 9 and a bottom
shelf 0. The rails and cross braces of the base

frame are welded or otherwise securely fastened

together. These elements may be angle irons.

The shelf nav also be welded or riveted to the

lower side rails or it may be secured thereto by

means of Screws, not shown. The end rails of

the base frame are approximately at or slightly

below the level of the conventional side rails and
they are provided with tracks
mounted se
Curelv on their upoer faces at each end as shown

best in Fig. 6. These tracks provide means for
Supporting and guiding the motion of the upper
or moveable frame shown generally at 2. This

upper frame is merely a rectangular framework

of side rails 3 and end rails 4 which are prefer
bar 5 is also provided for a purpose which will
appear later. This may also be an angle iron
and is secured approximately centrally of the
ably angle irons welded at the corners. A cross
Upper frame. Beneath the end rails at each

Corner of the upper frame bearing brackets 6
are mounted, these forming bearings for the
flanged Wheels 7 journaled in ball bearings
which roll along the tracks as shown best in
FigS. 4 and 5. The upper frame provides support
for the conventional springs t8 and mattress 9
as shown in Fig. 1.

cific Structures which have been described with

Out departing from the purview of this inven
50

tion. Thus, the constructions of both the base
frame and the reciprocating frame can be varied
SubStantially from those shown in the drawing.
My bed can be made of either single or double
Width. It is only necessary to have a base frame
Constructed so it will support the tracks and the
reciprocating drive while the upper frame Sup
ports the bed Springs on rollers operating on said
tracks. In place of the pulley and belt reduc
tion gearing shown in the drawing it is possible,

Of course, to employ any other conventional
Speed reducing unit. I have found it advanta
60 geous to reciprocate my bed at such a rate as to

produce from about 24 to 800 strokes per min
ute, and, of course, the speed reduction unit
Should be selected to produce reciprocation. With

in this range. The bed requires no overhead sus

pension and it does not need to be anchored to
the floor. Other modifications of my invention

which fall within the scope of the following
clains Will be immediately evident to those skilled

in this art.
What I claim is:

1. A reciprocating bed comprising a generally
rectangular base frame having two lower side

rails and two upper end rails with corner up
rights joining the ends of said rails, tracks
75 mounted on the upper faces of said end rails and

5
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and said reciprocating frame and means for ad

justably attaching Said connecting rod to said
link to reciprocate the same.
3. The reciprocating bed of claim 2 wherein
Said motor drive is mounted on a shelf mounted

Wheels mounted beneath said end rails and

adapted to engage the tracks on the base frame
to Support the upper frame, adjustable means

for connecting the upper frame with said means
for producing reciprocating motion transversely
to reciprocate Said upper frame, and coupling

on and bridging the space between the side rails
of Said base frame, and cross braces are pro
10

4. The reciprocating bed of claim 1 wherein

the head and foot boards of the conventional
15

2. The reciprocating bed of claim 1 wherein

the means for producing reciprocating motion
comprises a motor drive including pulleys and

Wided running from the upper ends of Said up
rights to the side rails to provide support for the
shelf and motor drive.

means mounted at the corners of said base frame

adapting Said base frame to be coupled between

bedstead, the upper reciprocating frame being
adapted to support the conventional bed springs.

6

a link pivotally connected both to said base frame

means for producing reciprocating motion
mounted between Said side rails, an upper rec
tangular frame comprising side rails and end
rails joined at their ends, at least two flanged

belts to produce speed reduction, a connecting
rod attached eccentrically to one of said pulleys, 20

the reciprocating means operates at a speed
Within the range of from about 24 to 800 strokes
per minute, the strokes having a length varying
from about 4 to 18 inches.

JOHN W. HENDERSON.
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